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Main information
Title: Better Late Than Never

Founds: Erasmus+ KA1

Dates: 17-24.08.2021

Countries: Estonia, Poland, Romania, Czech Republic

Host organization: MTÜ Kunda Sotsiaal- ja Tervisekeskus

Amount of all participants: 44 youth + 4 leaders (11 + 1 each

country)

Amount of staff: 4 (1EE, 1PL, 1RO, 1CZ)

Age of participants: 90% of participants should be at the age of

17-22. Others can be 16-29.

Leaders: no age limit

Main goal of the project: Creating art about proverbs.



Objectives of the project
+ Introduce Erasmus + opportunities to young people.

+ To be aware of the possibilities of YouthPass, learn to better

understand and analyze the eight key competences for lifelong

learning.

+ Show young people cultural, religious, linguistic and social

diversity through non-formal learning methods.

+ Strengthen cohesion between generations, increase social

cohesion through the collection, analysis and visualization of

proverbs.

+ Learn to create connections and supplement knowledge of

one's own culture and folklore, feel one's linguistic mentality and

the harmonious diversity of other cultures through the method of

creative visualization.

+ Gain experience from conducting an ethnographic project -

from data collection, surveys and rewriting to material analysis

and archiving.

+ Expanding and strengthening the cooperation network at

local, national and international level.

+ Change the perception of folk wisdom as something outdated

and boring, increase the use of proverbs.

+ Create at least 8 new visual arts that output the content of

proverbs using different visualization techniques.



Participants
+ It would be nice to have ⅓ of the participants in this project for

the first time in Erasmus+ youth exchange. Also please include

participants with fewer opportunities. Gender balance is also

recommended. 

+ It is very important that at least some participants from your

group (or a few people) know how to draw and make art,

because this project is highly connected with making art.

+ Permission of parents for participants under 18. 

+ We do not require a good level of English, but if some of the

participants feel insecure, then we recommend to use Anki or

Duolingo app for easier learning.

+ Participants are required to follow the project rules. By

participating in the project, you give permission to use images of

you, to put on our social media. It is strictly NOT ALLOWED to

drink alcohol and do drugs during the project. Anyone who

doesn’t follow this rule will be sent home with his/her own

money. 



The participants will stay in rooms by three (same gender,

different nationality). The rooms are equipped with hairdryer, air

conditioner, electric kettle, soap, towels and wi-fi. All rooms are

on the second floor and they are accessible by the elevator as

well as the staircase. The conference room in which most of the

activities will take place is on the same floor. After the project

program ends for the day all the participants can use this

conference room as a hang out zone, where they can relax,

watch movies, talk to each other or play some games. Smoking

inside the hotel is prohibited but you can smoke in the smoking

area in front of the hotel.

Participants can have breakfast (buffet), lunch and dinner at the

hotel restaurant. Every day there will also be a 30 minutes long

coffee break. Please let us know if there are any vegetarians,

vegans or people allergic to some food products. We will take it

into consideration.

Link to the hotel: https://www.radissonhotels.com/en-

us/hotels/park-inn-tallinn 

Accommodation

https://www.radissonhotels.com/en-us/hotels/park-inn-tallinn?fbclid=IwAR0zDZ0vWGSCb5UsjNnifl3Ud1BomKtyJY5Yzs5LYKmCjz-gjQPdGI5JeGc


Travel
In order to make the reimbursement it is crucial to have the

original of the ticket or the invoice. Please also keep all

boarding cards. Our organization pays travel costs of the

participants. Every participant has to have an European Health

Insurance Card. It is very important to have a valid EHIC

because it is not possible to take part in our project without it.

Also we strongly recommend that participants be vaccinated

against COVID 19, this will ensure both greater safety for the

group and reduce the cost of the COVID test.



The schedule includes the division of participants' duties due to

the country. The country will be responsible for the given part of

the schedule. Remember to involve each participant to conduct

workshops or give them some tasks to prepare. All workshops

should include working in international groups, not just

presentations and lectures. There will be cultural night for each

country but instead of making the culture night of your own

country, you have to make the country you are paired with.

Each country needs to prepare their homework before coming to

the project. The objective is to get six pictures of proverbs done

by young or elderly people. Also we would like you to make a

small survey what are the most popular proverbs in your

community. All this can be done in a form of your choice.

Timetable:

Schedule



 

Estonia Team 

Jelena Fjodorova

+37253607109

jelenafjodorova78@gmail.com

Dmitri Fjodorov

+37253853587

dmitriifjodorov@gmail.com

 

Romania team 

Ioana Cotos 

+40763618397

 ioana.cotos@yahoo.com

 

Poland team

Mateusz Piątkiewicz 

+48500616253

mateusz.piatkiewicz@gmail.com 

 

Czech Republic team

Tereza Stankova 

+420603821626

terkastan95@gmail.com

 

 

 

 

Contacts

mailto:ioana.cotos@yahoo.com
mailto:Terkastan95@gmail.com

